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Chapter 9 - Life Cycle Costing
Concepts
1.

The Product Life cycle is the difference in time between a company launching the product
and stopping the production of the product.

2.

The Most important part of any product is the designing stage. Most of the costs get LOCKED UP forever
during the designing stage itself. So a company must be very careful to think about the designs it is making
and its cost implications over the product life cycle.

3.

How do different elements behave in general over the product life cycle
a.

b.

DEMAND
Introduction

Low

Product just introduced

Growth Starts to become

High

Product become famous

Maturity

Highest

Captures the market

Decline

Goes down

Product out-dated

SELLING PRICE STRATEGY FOR INNOVATIVE / CLASS PRODUCTS
Introduction

Highest

Growth & Maturity

Companies usually start to lower the Selling Price
1. To beat the competition.
2. To stop new competition from entering the market.
3. To tap the market of mass product
4. To enter new geographies, which are price sensitive

Decline
c.

Lowest

SELLING PRICE STRATEGY FOR MASS PRODUCTS WITH LOT OF COMPETITION
Introduction

Lowest

Growth

Company starts to increase it.

Maturity

Company might increase it further

Decline Starts to reduce

Reduce the price.
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d.

e.

f.

Super Quick Revision

MATERIAL COST PER UNIT
Introduction

Higher Per unit

Growth

Lower Per unit due to discount

Maturity

Same as Growth or slightly lower

Decline

Higher per unit due to discounts being lost

LABOUR COST PER UNIT
Introduction

Higher Per unit

Growth

Lower Per unit due to Learning curve

Maturity

Same as Growth

Decline

Higher p.u. as skilled workers shifted to new products

FIXED COST PER UNIT
Introduction

Higher Per unit High due to lower production

Growth

Lower Per unit Low due to higher production

Maturity

Least per unit Least due to highest production

Decline

Higher per unit High due to lower production

Q2 / Category - Theory & Concept builder / Star Rating -

⭐

1.

It is a simple problem to categorize the company into 4 stages.

2.

Market size is 20,000 units. When the company touches around 10,000, the company increases
the price. It is a small hint that the company is shifting from the introduction stage to the growth
stage.

3.

Do note that equations give you demand per month. Apply that. The market size is 20,000 units. Once the
company starts to sell 20,000 units per month, the maturity stage will start.

4.

In the declining stage, we have been given the demand equation of the competitor. So balance is this
company's demand.

Q3 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

It is a May 2018 question.

2.

We have to find Life cycle income of the watch.

3.

See the calculation. Some expenses are per watch and some are per batch. See batch size. It is different for
production expenses and different for distribution expenses.

4.

In part (iii), we have to comment on how most of the cost gets freezed / locked up forever in the designing
stage.

Q4 / Category - Concept Builder Question / Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

We have data of two stages. For the remaining stages, we have to gather the data.

2.

Do remember, if SP changes or VC per unit changes, we will make a separate column for that.
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3.

In the 2nd part,w e have to comment about pricing strategy. We see that in the beginning prices are high.
Hence, it follows a skimming policy and over the life cycle, the company reduces it.

4.

In the last part, we have to say the behaviour of each cost during the life cycle cost.

Q5 / Category - Homework / Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

It is similar to the previous question but I recommend doing it after Q11.

2.

Compute the variable cost per unit as a balancing figure from 500 units and then apply it to 750 units.

3.

In comments (whether asked or not), you can say selling more units will always give more market share
and better brand value.

Q6 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

It is about the perfection stage in the learning curve.

2.

We have to find hours for 5000 units. 100 units is 1 batch. So we have to find hours for 50
batches.

3.

Learning curve will end in 25 Batches. So hours that will be taken for the 25th Batch, the same time will be
taken for the remaining 25 batches. Hence, hours for 5000 units will be
HOURS for First 25 Batches + HOURS for last 25 batches
=

Hours for First 25 Batches + (Hours for 25 Batches - Hours for 24 Batches) x 25 Batches

⭐⭐
Q8 / Category - Homework / Star Rating - ⭐
Q9 / Category - Homework / Star Rating - ⭐
4.

Rest entire question is very simple.

Q7 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating It is similar to the previous question.

It is a discussion of the changes that happen during the life cycle of the product.

It is a discussion of the changes that happen during the life cycle of the product and similar to the previous
questions only.

Q10 /Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐⭐

1.

We are bakers. We are thinking of purchasing an Automatic Over or Semi-Automatic oven.

2.

Financial Factors: It is a capital budgeting problem. We go for the option with lower PV of
outflows. Depreciation is irrelevant as tax is not there.

3.

Non - Financial Factors:
a.

Finishing of baked products – the look and taste.

b.

Manpower.

c.

Space

d.

Power consumption and availability.
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e.

Customisation.

f.

Speed.

g.

Detection of the defect.

Q11 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

It is Nov 2020 ICAI exam question.

2.

It is given to ignore the time value of money.

3.

We find net inflows from product life cycle under two cases i.e. operate the plant at 600 units or 900 units.
It is an easy problem. ICAI has given two answers. I have discussed the most obvious answer. We have also
discussed the alternate answer.

4.

Variable Selling and Distribution expenses are irrelevant as per the solution that you have written as that
gets covered in the variable cost only.
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